SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Advise and Consent:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Lee A. Solomon, of Haddonfield.
Allison E. Accurso, of Ringoes.
Peter F. Bariso, of Bayonne.
Sheila A. Venable, of Kearny.
Nan S. Famular, of Audubon.
Michael E. Hubner, of Pompton Plains.
Timothy W. Chell, of Sewell.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL ON ARMED FORCES AND VETERANS’ AFFAIRS:
Emil Kaunitz, Jr., of Toms River.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DOMESTIC COMPANION ANIMAL COUNCIL:
Sherry L. Ramsey, Esq., of Freehold, to replace Nina Austenberg.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE GOVERNOR’S COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE:
Kevin Meara, of Hamilton, to replace the Honorable Mary Pat Angelini, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE HIGHLANDS WATER PROTECTION AND PLANNING COUNCIL:
Michael J. Sebetich, Ph.D., of Hawthorne.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE KEAN UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Lamont Repollet, of Somerset, to replace the Honorable Rich Bagger, resigned.
Richard F. Trabert, of Westfield, to replace Joseph Wilf.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE RISK EXCHANGE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Thomas G. Myers, FCAS, ASA, MAAA, CPCU, Esq., of Holmdel

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES:
Honorable Joseph L. Fiordaliso, of Livingston, to replace Elizabeth Randall, resigned.
Robert M. Hanna, of Madison, to replace Lee Solomon.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY CEMETERY BOARD:
Rabbi Jay M. Kornsgold, of East Windsor, to replace Lawrence J. Colasurdo.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL COMMISSION:
Joseph E. Salvatore, M.D., of Cape May.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY TRANSPORTATION TRUST FUND AUTHORITY:
Gregory Lalevee, of Bridgewater.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NORTH JERSEY DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION:
Alan S. Ashkinaze, of Oradell, to replace the Honorable Joseph Tempesta, Jr.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
William F. Dator, of Mahwah, to replace Gail Brady.
Nominations Advise and Consent: (cont’d)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RICHARD STOCKTON STATE COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
   Raymond R. Ciccone, CPA, CFF, of Surf City, to replace Albert L. Gutierrez, resigned.

TO BE THE BURLINGTON COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
   Robert D. Bernardi, of Mount Laurel.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
   Paula T. Dow, of Maplewood.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CORRECTIONS:
   Angela H. Marshall, of Newark, to replace James R. Sheldon, deceased.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
   Rosedale Hymerling, of Haddonfield.
   Miles Powell, II, of Medford.
   Brian A. Markison, of Princeton, to replace the Honorable Poonam Alaigh, M.D. MSHCPM, FACP, resigned.
   Albert M. Stark, of Princeton, to replace James P. McAndrew, resigned.
   Eleanor V. Horne, of Lawrence Township.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DOMESTIC COMPANION ANIMAL COUNCIL:
   Barbara Wicklund, of Skillman.
   Steven J. Dash, of Egg Harbor City.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE HUNTERDON COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
   Michael J. Pierce, MBA, BA, of Annadale, to replace Aladar G. Komjathy, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE LEGALIZED GAMES OF CHANCE CONTROL COMMISSION:
   Honorable Steven P. Layman, of Atlantic City, to replace Timothy E. Ryan, C.F.S.P., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE LOTTERY COMMISSION:
   Frederick J. Horowitz, of Englewood, to replace Robert E. Slater.

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S3182    Rice,R/Turner,S    Sickle cell anemia-insur. cover

Bills Introduced:

S3170    Codey,R/Vitale,J    Student-athlete-collegiate athletic info   REF SED
S3171    Sweeney,S/Beck,J    Racing days-req. minimum number   REF SSG
S3173    Norcross,D    Urban Hope Act   REF SBA
S3174    Weinberg,L/Gil,N    Ultrasound breast screenings-insur cover   REF SHH
S3181    Sarlo,P/Ruiz,M    Mentally defective-replaces term   REF SBA
S3183    Lesniak,R    Loc. bd of ed emp-proh cert pol activity   REF SEG
SJR79    Oroho,S/Vitale,J    Neurendocrine Tumor Cancer Awareness Day   REF SHH
SR133    Beck,J    US Postal Svs, Eatontown-keep open   REF SSG
SR134    Turner,S    Unemp benf-urge Cong enact leg to extend   REF SLA

Bills On Emergency Resolution:

A4373 Sa (1R)    Prieto,V/Oliver,S+3    Transitional Aid to Localities prog.   (37-0) (Norcross)

Motions:

S2039    Bateman,C+1    Civil svc. law-makes various changes   To Relieve from SSG (Bateman)
S2039    Bateman,C+1    Civil svc. law-makes various changes   To Table (22-15) (Buono)
S2220    Sca (1R)    Sarlo,P/Lampitt,P+2    Unused sick/vacation leave, cert.-limits   To Make Order of the Day (Kyrillos)
S2220    Sca (1R)    Sarlo,P/Lampitt,P+2    Unused sick/vacation leave, cert.-limits   To Table (22-15) (Buono)
S2654    O'Toole,K/Stack,B    Commissions maintain meeting minutes-req   To Relieve from SSG (O'Toole)
S2654    O'Toole,K/Stack,B    Commissions maintain meeting minutes-req   To Table (22-16) (Buono)
S2674    Singer,R/Bucco,A+9    Death penalty, cert. murders-restores   To Relieve from SJU (Singer)
S2674    Singer,R/Bucco,A+9    Death penalty, cert. murders-restores   To Table (22-15) (Buono)
S3172    Sweeney,S    Winery lic., Out-of-St.-creates   To Return to Committee (Bateman)
S3172    Sweeney,S    Winery lic., Out-of-St.-creates   To Table (21-16) (Buono)
Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A1812 Sa (1R) Casagrande,C/Albano,N+7 Next of kin notification-req. (33-0) (Kyrillos)
A2565 Sa (1R) Diegnan,P/Quijano,A+4 Title recordination-revises law (22-0) (Rice)
A4373 Sa (1R) Prieto,V/Oliver,S+3 Transitional Aid to Localities prog. (35-1) (Norcross)
A4385 AcaSa (ACS/1R) Burzichelli,J/Caputo,R+1 Athletic events-permits casino wagering (35-1) (Lesniak)
A4389 Sa (1R) Greenwald,L/DeAngelo,W+2 Mail-in ballots-reg voters, receive auto (25-0) (Beach)
S88 Sa (1R) Kean,T+1 Title recordination-revises law (25-0) (Rice)
S540 ScaSa (2R) Turner,S/Gordon,R+16 Safe Playing Fields Act (37-0) (Turner)
S2850 ScaSa (2R) Van Drew,J/Whelan,J+1 Amusement parks-exempt noise restrictions (34-0) (Van Drew)
S3032 ScaSa (2R) Smith,B/Greenstein,L Electric Disc., Energy Competition Act (25-0) (Smith)
S3079 ScaSa (2R) Madden,F/Oroho,S+1 NJ Bus. Action Ctr.-creates (31-1) (Madden)
S3113 ScaSa (2R) Lesniak,R/Van Drew,J+1 Athletic events-permits casino wagering (34-1) (Lesniak)
S3139 Sa (1R) Beach,J Mail-in ballots-reg voters, receive auto (25-0) (Beach)
S3156 ScaSa (2R) Sarlo,P/Oroho,S Wastewater svc. mgmt. process-concerns (26-1) (Sarlo)

Bills Passed:

A359 AaScSca w/GR (3R) Scher,G/Burzichelli,J+29 Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act (37-0) (Sarlo)
A387 AcaAca (2R) Barnes,P/Diegnan,P+28 Huntingtons disease-specialized care (37-0) (Beach)
A1080 AcaSca (2R) Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B+1 Train stations-concerns permit parking (24-13) (Gusciora)
A1448 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J/McKeon,J+9 Reflective glass beeds-proh. cert. use (38-0) (Madden)
A2095 AcaAa (2R) Conaway,H/Fuentes,A+7 Emerg. med. svcs. delivery-revise req. (21-15) (Burzichelli)
A2264 AcaAca (2R) Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+3 St. agency rules-publish, NJ Register (35-2) (Ricci)
A2845 AcaSca (2R) Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+1 Casino owned prop-inspect bus, MVC prob. (37-0) (Lesniak)
A2878 Aca (1R) Vainieri Hurtle,V/Chivukula,U+7 Deval. pasobs.DHS collect data (39-0) (Lesniak)
A3133 Aca (1R) Riley,C/Coughlin,C+7 Motor fuel cred. card-permits rebates (38-0) (Scrubilli)
A3308 AaSa w/GR (3R) Gove,D/Rumpf,B+36 Vet.-Owned Bus. Asst. Act (37-0) (Madden)
A3591 AcaSca (2R) Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1 Victim comp.-concerns claim limitations (38-0) (Lagana)
A3659 Aa (1R) Angelini,M/Rible,D+42 Youth suicide prev. plan-DCF devel. (36-0) (Madden)
A3908 AcaAa (ACS/1R) DeAngelo,W/Benson,D+9 St.,regional, loc auth-internet websit (39-0) (DiNuzzo)
A3946 AcaSa w/GR (3R) Diegnan,P/Munoz,N+6 Surgical technologist-req. emp. qualif. (33-0) (Madden)
A3991 Aca (1R) Chivukula,U/Johnson,G+1 Utility solar equip-BPU standard excep. (33-2) (DiNuzzo)
A3992 AcaAcs (ACS) Chivukula,U+4 Wind generation fac. standards-review (23-15) (Scrubilli)
A4008 Diegnan,P/Jasey,M+5 Cheerleader-incl head injury safety prog (37-0) (Madden)
A4012 Aca (1R) Coughlin,C/Burzichelli,J+1 Wine, home production-exem. permit (38-0) (Ricci)
A4111 Conners,J/Milam,M+8 Vet. Haven Council-creates (37-0) (Maddox)
A4114 Coughlin,C/Wagner,C+7 Urban farming-allow mun. lease/sell prop (36-2) (Burzichelli)
A4177 Albano,N/Milam,M+2 Abandoned vessel-allow mun. transfer (37-1) (Maddox)
A4267 Wagner,C/Prieto,V+8 Flood-prone prop-allow mun. purch. (38-0) (Maddox)
A4297 Acs (ACS) Wisniewski,J/Caputo,R+64 Cayelle's Law-failure to report death (38-0) (Maddox)
A4332 Aca (1R) Oliver,S/Coughlin,C+6 Back to Work NJ Prog.-estab.$3M (24-13) (Burzichelli)
A4373 Sa (1R) Prieto,V/Oliver,S+3 Transitional Aid to Localities prog. (35-4) (Burzichelli)
A4379 Aca (1R) Coughlin,C/Scrubilli,C+34 Title recordination-revises law (30-0) (Burzichelli)
S1301 AcaAa (2R) Madden,F/Doherty,M+7 Shared work prog.-unemp. insur. benef. (37-1) (Scrubilli)
S1797 AcaAa (2R) Norcross,D/Burzichelli,J+8 Students w/disabbring svc animal to sch (38-0) (Burzichelli)
S1834 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gill,N+3 Oral anticancer med-insur. coverage req. (37-2) (Burzichelli)
S1999 Bucco,A/Burleson,J+4 Emma's Law-lyosomal storage disorders (39-0) (Burzichelli)
S2167 Sca (1R) Kean,T/Scrubilli,C+910 Special ed. prog.-task force to study (39-0) (Burzichelli)
S2197 ScsSa w/GR (SCS/2R) Ruiz,M/Weinberg,L+5 Physician, Life-Sustaining Treatment Act (37-0) (Burzichelli)
S2635 Sca (1R) Beck,J/Kean,T+4 Special ed. prog.-task force to study (39-0) (Burzichelli)
S2876 Sca (1R) O'Toole,K/Greenstein,L+3 Wheelchair securement-concerns (39-0) (Burzichelli)
S2932 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Bucco,A+3 Portable electronics insur sale-concerns (38-0) (Burzichelli)
S2985 Lesniak,R/Kean,T+1 Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl. (39-0) (Burzichelli)
S2989 ScaAca (2R) Codey,R/Van Drew,J Wireless equip.-exempt cert collocations (36-0) (Burzichelli)
S3033 ScaSaAscAcaAca (5R) Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+17 Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab. (37-0) (Burzichelli)
S3046 Gill,N/Diegnan,P St. pymts., cert.-prov. options (26-13) (Burzichelli)
S3061 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Bateman,C+1 Tigers-impose req. prevent illegal trade (37-0) (Burzichelli)
S3064 Sarlo,P PERS lds.-invest in NJ bus. (34-5) (Burzichelli)
S3066 ScaSa (2R) Weinberg,L/Gill,N+3 Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern (38-0) (Burzichelli)
S3072 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Buono,B+4 Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote (35-2) (Burzichelli)
S3089 Sca (1R) Norcross,D+1 NJ Food Access Initiative-estab. (24-14) (Burzichelli)
S3099 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Girgenti,J Emerg. Trans Water Infrastructure Recovey (22-13) (Burzichelli)
S3172 Sca (1R) Bucco,A/Wilson,J+6 Out-of-St. creates (23-13) (Burzichelli)
SJR58 Sca (1R) Pennacchio,J/Doherty,M Passenger Rail Sys. Study Comm.-create (38-0) (Burzichelli)
SR74 Sca (1R) Codey,R Student athlete injury-cognitive testing (Voice)
SR98 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Greenstein,L Fracturing Respon. Awareness Act-enact (Voice)
SR120 Van Drew,J/Allen,D+5 Vet.-owned bus.-supports (Voice)
Bills Returned Second Reading/Substitute:

S3077/3100 Scs SS (S)  Whelan, J+1  Hosp., econ. devel. prog. -modify (21-12) (Gordon)

Bills Substituted:

A387 Aca Aca (2R)  Barnes, P/Diegnan, P+28  Huntington's disease-specialized care  SUB FOR S1735 (SCS)
A1080 Aca Scs (2R)  Gusciora, R/Watson Coleman, B+1  Train stations-concerns permit parking  SUB FOR S2968 (1R)
A1448 Aca (1R)  Wisniewski, J/McKeon, J+9  Reflective glass beads-proh. cert. use  SUB FOR S2124 (1R)
A1812 Aca (1R)  Casagrande, C/Albano, N+7  Next of kin notification req.  SUB FOR S2050
A2095 Aca As (2R)  Conaway, H/Fuentes, A+7  Emerg. med. svcs. delivery-revise req.  SUB FOR S818 (SCS)
A2464 Aca As (2R)  Burzichelli, J/Quijano, A+3  St. agency rules-publish, NJ Register  SUB FOR S1783 (1R)
A2845 Aca Scs (2R)  Burzichelli, J/Milan, M+1  Casino owned prop-inspect bus, MVC proh.  SUB FOR S3149
A2878 Aca (1R)  Vaineri, H/Vilkuola, V+7  Devel. disab. persons-DHS collect data  SUB FOR S2028 (1R)
A3133 Aca (1R)  Riley, C/Coughlin, C+7  Motor fuel cred. card-permits rebates  SUB FOR S2927
A3591 Aca Scs (2R)  Johnson, G/Vilkuola, U+1  Victim comp.-concerns claim limitations  SUB FOR S1979 (1R)
A3659 Aa (1R)  Angelini, M/Rible, D+42  Youth suicide prev. plan-DCF devel.  SUB FOR S2719 (1R)
A3908 Acs As (ACS/1R)  DeAngelo, W/Benson, D+9  St., regional, local auth.-internet website  SUB FOR S2765 (2R)
A3991 Aca (1R)  Vilkuola, U/Johnson, G+1  Util pole solar equip-BPU standard excep  SUB FOR S2978
A3992 Aca As (ACS)  Vilkuola, U+4  Wind generation fac. standards-review  SUB FOR S2897 (SCS)
A4008 Diegnan, P/Pierce, M+5  Cheerleader-incl head injury safety prog.  SUB FOR S3053
A4012 Aca (1R)  Coughlin, C/Burzichelli, J+1  Wine, home production-elim. permit  SUB FOR S3147
A4111 Conners, J/Milan, M+8  Vet. Haven Council-creates  SUB FOR S2998
A4114 Coughlin, C/Wagner, C+7  Urban farming-allow mun. lease/sell prop  SUB FOR S2965
A4177 Albano, N/Milan, M+2  Abandoned vessel-allow title transfer  SUB FOR S2909
A4267 Wagner, C/Prieto, V+8  Flood-prone prop.-allow mun. purch.  SUB FOR S3078 (1R)
A4297 Aca (ACS)  Wisniewski, J/Caputo, R+64  Caley's Law-failure to report death  SUB FOR S3010 (R)
A4332 Aca (1R)  Oliver, S/Coughlin, C+6  Back to Work NJ Prog.-estab.3M  SUB FOR S3080 (1R)
A4373 Sa (1R)  Prieto, V/Oliver, S+3  Transitional Aid to Localities prog.  SUB FOR S3118
AC173 McKeon, J/asey, M+30  Iran, nuclear weapons-US, prevent  SUB FOR SCR245
S818 Scs (SCS)  Vitale, J/Sweeney, S+1  Emerg. med. svcs. delivery-revise req.  SUB BY A2095 (2R)
S1735 Scs (SCS)  Vitale, J/Gordon, R+5  Huntington's disease-specialized care  SUB BY A387 (2R)
S1783 Scs (SCS)  Oroho, S/Addiego, D  St. agency rules-publish, NJ Register  SUB BY A2464 (2R)
S1979 Aca (1R)  Weinberg, L  Victim comp.-concerns claim limitations  SUB BY A3591 (2R)
S2028 Sa (1R)  Gordon, R/Greenstein, L+1  Devel. disab. persons-DHS collect data  SUB BY A2878 (1R)
S2050 Kyrillos, J/Allen, D+1  Next of kin notification req.  SUB BY A1812
S2124 Scs (1R)  Whelan, J  Reflective glass beads-proh. cert. use  SUB BY A1448 (1R)
S2719 Scs (1R)  Kean, S/Beach, J+5  Youth suicide prev. plan-DCF devel.  SUB BY A3659 (1R)
S2765 Sa Scs (2R)  Beck, J/Buono, B+5  Auth., bds. & comm.-internet website  SUB BY A3908 (ACS/1R)
S2887 Scs (SCS)  Smith, B+1  Wind generation fac. standards-review  SUB BY A3992 (ACS)
S2909 Van Drew, J  Abandoned vessel-allow title transfer  SUB BY A4177
S2927 Gordon, R/Beach, J+2  Motor fuel cred. card-permits rebates  SUB BY A3133 (1R)
S2956 Vitale, J/Rice, R+1  Urban farming-allow mun. lease/sell prop  SUB BY A4114
S2968 Sa (1R)  Turner, S  Train stations-concerns permit parking  SUB BY A1080 (2R)
S2978 Whelan, J  Util pole solar equip-BPU standard excep  SUB BY A3991 (1R)
S2998 Beach, J/Madden, F+2  Vet. Haven Council-creates  SUB BY A4111
S3010/3014 Scs (SCS)  Sacco, N/Greenstein, L+30  Caley's Law-failure to report death  SUB BY A4297 (ACS)
S3053 Ruiz, M/Allen, D  Cheerleader-incl head injury safety prog.  SUB BY A4008
S3078 Scs (SCS)  Gordon, R/Bateman, C+3  Flood-prone prop.-allow mun./co. purch.  SUB BY A4267
S3080 Scs (1R)  Greenstein, L/Gordon, R+1  Back to Work NJ Prog.-estab.  SUB BY A4332 (1R)
S3118 Noncini, D/Sarlo, P+1  Transitional Aid, Loc. Prog.-St. oversite  SUB BY A4373
S3147 Vitale, J  Wine, home production-elim. permit  SUB BY A4012 (1R)
S3149 Whelan, J  Casino owned prop-inspect bus, MVC proh.  SUB BY A2845 (2R)
SCR245 Sweeney, S/Beach, J+6  Iran, nuclear weapons-US, prevent  SUB BY A4173

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A1050 Aa As (2R)  Quijano, A/Wisniewski, J+4  Law, unauth. practice-upgrades offense  REP
A1463 Wisniewski, J/Rible, D+9  Mun. emerg. mgmt. plans-concerns  REP
A2129 Aca As (2R)  Chivukula, U/Mchaise, A+5  Regulatory Flex Act-expands scope  REP/SCA
A2727 Aca (1R)  Johnson, G/Vaineri, H  Charitable online donations-fds to prov.  REP
A2922 Aca (1R)  Burzichelli, J/Coughlin, C+1  Admin. Procedure Act-revises  REP
A3167 Aca As (2R)  Coughlin, C/Wagner, C+3  Brownfield remediations-auth. loans  REP
A3694 Aca As (2R)  Lampitt, P/Giblin, T+2  Higher ed.-make suppl. contr. to ABP  REP
A4048 Aca As (2R)  Quijano, A/Chivukula, U+7  NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contr.  REP
A4182 Quijano, A/Chivukula, U+1  Girl Scouts-prov. vol income tax contr.  REP
S184 Scs (1R)  Scutari, N  Law practice, unauth.-upgrades offense  REP
S400 Singer, R/Allen, D  Sch. bus., illegally pass-incr. penal.  REP
S536/1720 Scs (SCS)  Kean, T/Van Drew, J  Aviation-auth co. coll job certification  REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

S1080    Bucco,A/Norcross,D+1    Loc. fire mutual aid plan-clarify   REP
S1336 ScaSca (2R)    Sarlo,P/Van Drew,J+2    Regulatory Flexibility Act-expands scope   REP/SCA
S1416 Sca (1R)    Weinberg,L    Signs-proh. display, pub. prop. or hwv.    REP/SCA
S1802 Sca (1R)    Norcross,D/Madden,F+2    Pub. emp killed on duty-fulneral expenses    REP
S1978 Sca (1R)    Weinberg,L    Charitable online donations-fds to prov.    REP/SCA
S2278 Sca (1R)    Vitale,J/Whelan,J    Brownfield remediations-auth. loans    REP
S2395 ScaSca (2R)    Vitale,J/Bateman,C    Revised St. Med. Examiner Act-estab.    REP/SCA
S2455 Scs (SCS)    Norcross,D/Bucco,A    Election superintendent-defer operations    REP
S2459 ScaSca (2R)    Turner,S    Deed solicitors-reg.    REP/SCA
S2607 Oroho,S/Van Drew,J    Admin. Procedure Act-revises    REP
S2643 Sca (1R)    Vitale,J/Madden,F    Medicaid, NJ FamilyCare prog.;$1M    REP
S2902 Bucco,A/Sweeney,S+7    NJ SHARES-prov. vol income tax contrib.    REP
S2917 Sca (1R)    Greenstein,L/Ruiz,M    Higher ed.-make suppl. contrib. to ABP    REP
S3016 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L    Girl Scouts-prov. vol income tax contrib    REP
S3058 Sca (1R)    Stack,B    Special learner's/exam permit-expand req    REP/SCA
S3148 Sca (1R)    Norcross,D/Turner,S    Sch. bd. election-Nov. general election    REP/SCA
S3150 Sca (1R)    Whelan,J/Beck,J    Off-track wagering fac-ext lic. deadline    REP/SCA
SR103 Sca (1R)    Van Drew,J    Nicky Fifth & T-Bone-Off. Jr. Ambassador    REP/SCA

Bills Combined:

S3100 Sca (1R)    Gordon,R    Health Fac. Reuse prog.-estab.    COMB/W S3077 (SS)

Bills Referred/SBA:

A2922 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Coughlin,C+1    Admin. Procedure Act-revises
S2607 Oroho,S/Van Drew,J    Admin. Procedure Act-revises

Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S264 ScaSaAa (3R)    Van Drew,J/Connors,C+2    Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns
S2108 ScaSSAa (SS/1R)    Smith,B/Bateman,C+3    Haz. substances, water-clarify liab.
S2771 Sca (2R)    Norcross,D/Kean,S+10    Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections

Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:

A676 Aa (1R)    Greenstein,L/Milam,M    Jessica Rogers' Law-road rage assault    REF SJU
A2292 Ramos,R/Coughlin,C+4    Children, legal representation-prov.    REF SJU
A2295 Aa (1R)    Chivukula,U    Solemnize marriages-auth. cert celebrant    REF SJU
A2553 AcaAa (2R)    Conaway,H/Wagner,C+1    Managed care plan networks-audit    REF SCM
A3247 Aca (1R)    Riley,C+3    Health claims-concerns    REF SCM
A3434 Aa (1R)    Moriarty,P/Diegnan,P+1    Arbitration agreements-review req.    REF SCM
A3980 Aa (1R)    Stender,L/DeAngelo,W    St. computer disposal-update procedures    REF SSG
A4116 Prieto,V/Couyke,D    Dental hygienist/dentist-revise statutes    REF SCM
A4359 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Rumana,S+1    Revised Uniform Limited Liab. Co. Act    REF SCM
A4386 Burzichelli,J/Rumana,S+2    Raffles-revise exemp. from lic. req.    REF SSG
AJR85 Conaway,H/Chivukula,U+1    Prescription drug discount-advance notice    REF SHH

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A1633/2509 AcsAa (ACS/1R)    Wagner,C/Vandervalk,C+7    Domestic restraining orders-incl animals
A3520 AcaAa (2R)    Conaway,H/Connors,J+3    Health fac.-offer flu vaccine to workers
A3971 Coughlin,C/Benson,D+1    Library donated fds-proh transfer to mun
A4297 Acs (ACS)    Wisniewski,J/Caputo,R+64    Caylee's Law-failure to report death
A4343 Mainor,C/Watson Coleman,B    Linked deposit prog.-estab.
A4385 AcsSa (ACS/1R)    Burzichelli,J/Caputo,R+1    Athletic events-permits casino wagering
A4389 Sa (1R)    Greenwald,L/DeAngelo,W+2    Mail-in ballots-reg voters, receive auto
S3033 ScaScaSacaAca (5R)    Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+17    Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.

Bills Transferred:

S3166 Lesniak,R    Camp. contrib-proh. soliciting pub. prop    FROM SSG TO SEG

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S3167 Lesniak,R    Loc. bd of ed emp-proh cert pol activity    FROM SED
Co-Sponsors Added:

S540 ScaSa (2R)  (Weinberg,L)  Domestic restraining order-incl. animals
S1301 AcaAa (2R)  (Greenstein,L; Oroho,S; Turner,S)  Shared work prog.-unemp. insur. benf.
S1834 Sca (1R)  (Allen,D)  Oral anticancer med-insur. coverage req.
S1947 Sca (1R)  (Buono,B)  Tara's Law-community care resid.
S2028 Sca (1R)  (Beck,J)  Devel. disab. persons-DHS collect data
S2050 Sca (1R)  (Weinberg,L; Beck,J)  Next of kin notification-req.
S2197 ScsSa w/GR (SCS/2R)  (Greenstein,L)  Physician, Life-Sustaining Treatment Act
S2618 (Ruiz,M)  Weatherization Assist. Prog.-requirements
S2675 ScaSa (2R)  (Weinberg,L)  Auth., bds. & comm.-internet website
S2876 Sca (1R)  (Gordon,R; Ruiz,M)  Wheelchair securement-concerns
S2887 Sca (1R)  (Kyrillos,J)  Wind generation fac.-standards-review
S2927 (Oroho,S)  Motor fuel cred. card-permits rebates
S2956 (Ruiz,M)  Urban farm-allow muni. lease/sell prop
S2998 (Greenstein,L)  Vet. Haven Council-creates
S3033 ScaScaAcaAcaAca (5R)  (Turner,S)  Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.
S3066 Sca (1R)  ( Allen,D; Ruiz,M; Turner,S)  Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S3072 Sca (1R)  (Gill,N; Greenstein,L; Ruiz,M; Turner,S)  Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
S3078 Sca (1R)  (Gill,N; O'Toole,K; Turner,S)  Flood-prone prop-allow mun./co. purch.
S3079 ScaSa (2R)  (Greenstein,L)  NJ Bus. Action Ctr.-creates
S3080 Sca (1R)  (Turner,S)  Back to Work NJ Prog.-estab.
S3089 Sca (1R)  (Ruiz,M)  NJ Food Access Initiative-estab.
S3091 (Whelan,J)  S. Jersey Vietnam Vet.-auth. lic. plate
S3113 ScaSa (2R)  (Beck,J)  Athletic events-permits casino wagering
S3118 (Turner,S)  Transitional Aid, Loc. Prog.-St. oversite
SCR241 (Oroho,S)  Judge's salary-clarify funding emp. benf
SCR245 (Beach,J; Buono,B; Kean,T; Singer,R; Weinberg,L; Whelan,J)  Iran, nuclear weapons-US, prevent
SR120 (Beck,J; Greenstein,L; Madden,F; Ruiz,M)  Vet.-owned bus.-supports

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

S3061 Sca (1R)  (Van Drew,J)  Tigers-impose req, prevent illegal trade
SR98 Sca (1R)  (Greenstein,L)  Fracturing Respon. Awareness Act-enact

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S2050 (Allen,D)  Next of kin notification-req.
S2167 Sca (1R)  (Scutari,N)  Driv Lic Suspension Laws Review Panel
S2876 Sca (1R)  (Greenstein,L)  Wheelchair securement-concerns
S2998 (Madden,F)  Vet. Haven Council-creates
S3053 (Allen,D)  Cheerleader-incl head injury safety prog
S3066 Sca (1R)  ( Gill,N)  Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern
S3148 Sca (1R)  (Turner,S)  Sch. bd. election-Nov. general election
S3150 Sca (1R)  (Beck,J)  Off-track wagering fac-ext lic. deadline
S3165 (Oroho,S)  Permit Ext/ Act of 2008-ext. exp. date
SR98 Sca (1R)  (Greenstein,L)  Fracturing Respon. Awareness Act-enact

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

S2871 (Madden,F)  Law Enforcement Crisis Hotline-clarify
S3078 Sca (1R)  (Greenstein,L)  Flood-prone prop-allow mun./co. purch.

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A387 AcaAca (2R)  (Vitale,J; Gordon,R; Scutari,N; Kean,T; Kean,S; Stack,B; Singer,R)  Huntington's disease-specialized care
A1080 AcaSca (2R)  (Turner,S)  Train stations-concerns permit parking
A1448 Aca (1R)  ( Whelan,J)  Reflective glass beads-proh. cert. use
A1812 Sa (1R)  (Kyrillos,J; Allen,D; Beck,J)  Next of kin notification-req.
A2095 AcaAa (2R)  (Vitale,J; Sweeney,S; Beach,J)  Emerg. med. svcs. delivery-revise req.
A2464 AcaAa (2R)  (Oroho,S; Addiego,D)  St. agency rules-publish, NJ Register
A2845 AcaSa (2R)  (Whelan,J)  Casino owned prop-inspect bus, MVC proh
A2878 Aca (1R)  (Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Beck,J)  Devel. disab. persons-DHS collect data
A3133 Aca (1R)  (Gordon,R; Beach,J; Allen,D; Oroho,S)  Motor fuel cred. card-permits rebates
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

A3591 AcaSca (2R)  (Weinberg,L)  Victim comp.-concerns claim limitations
A3659 Aa (1R)  (Kean,S; Beach,J; Bucco,A; Addiego,D; Madden,F; Allen,D; Beck,J)  Youth suicide prev. plan-DCF devel.
A3908 AcsAa (ACS/1R)  (Beck,J; Buono,B; Rice,R; Van Drew,J; Greenstein,L; Oroho,S; Weinberg,L)  St., regional, loc auth-internet
A3991 Aca (1R)  (Whelan,J)  Util pole solar equip-BPU standard excep
A3992 AcaAcs (ACS)  (Smith,B; Kyrillos,J)  Wind generation fac. standards-review
A4008 (Ruiz,M; Allen,D)  Cheerleader-inc head injury safety prog
A4012 Aca (1R)  (Vitale,J)  Wine, home production-elim. permit
A4111 (Beach,J; Madden,F; Allen,D; Greenstein,L)  Vet. Haven Council-creates
A4114 (Vitale,J; Rice,R; Ruiz,M)  Urban farming-allow mun. lease/rent prop
A4177 (Van Drew,J)  Abandoned vessel-allows title transfer
A4267 (Gordon,R; Bateman,C; Greenstein,L; Gill,N; O'Toole,K; Turner,S)  Flood-prone prop-allow mun. purch.
A4297 Aca (ACS)  (Sacco,N; Greenstein,L; Kean,T; Allen,D; Codey,R; Girgenti,J; Buono,B; Vitale,J; Ruiz,M; Scutari,N; Rice,R; Weinberg,L; Beach,J; Turner,S; Gordon,R; Van Drew,J; Norcross,D; Madden,F; Smith,B; Sarlo,P; Whelan,J; Lesniak,R; Sweeney,G; Addiego,D; Kean,S; Connors,C; Kyrillos,J; O'Toole,K; Bateman,C; Singer,R; Oroho,S; Bucco,A)  Caylee's Law-failure to report death
A4332 Aca (1R)  (Greenstein,L; Gordon,R; Madden,F; Turner,S)  Back to Work NJ Prog.-estab;$3M
A4373 Sa (1R)  (Norcross,D; Sarlo,P; Turner,S)  Transitional Aid to Localities prog.
ACR173 (Sweeney,S; Beck,J; Buono,B; Kean,T; Weinberg,L; Beach,J; Whelan,J; Singer,R)  Iran, nuclear weapons-US, prevent

Notes to the 12/12/2011 Digest:

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S3172  Sweeney,S  Winery lic., Out-of-St.-creates

The Senate adjourned the December 12, 2011 Quorum at 6:54 P.M. on December 13, 2011.

The Senate adjourned at 7:46 PM to meet again on Thursday, January 5, 2012 (Committees at the call of the Senate President).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:

A4430  Singleton,T/Munoz,N  Solicitations of prof. emp.-bars  REF AJU
A4435  Burzichelli,J/Dancer,R  Racing days-req. minimum number  REF ARG
A4436  Burzichelli,J/Wisniewski,J  Winery lic., Out-of-St.-creates  REF ARG
ACR212  McHose,A  United Ireland-urged to take steps  REF ASG

Reconsidered Vote:

A4323  Schaer,G/Benson,D  St. pymts., cert.-prov. options  (Schaer) (44-26-1)

Motions:

S2197  ScsSa w/GR (SCS/2R)  Ruiz,M/Weinberg,L+5  Physician, Life-Sustaining Treatment Act  Waive Rule 22.5 (Quijano) (67-0-4)

Bills Passed:

A676 Aa (1R)  Greenstein,L/Milam,M  Jessica Rogers' Law-road rage assault  (69-0-0)
A1633/2509 AcsAa (ACS/1R)  Wagner,C/Vandervalk,C+7  Domestic restraining orders-incl animals  (71-0-0)
A2292  Ramos,R/Coughlin,C+4  Children, legal representation-prov.  (71-0-0)
A2295 Aa (1R)  Chivukula,U  Solemnize marriages-auth. cert celebrant  (60-9-0)
A2553 Aca (2R)  Conaway,H/Wagner,C+1  Managed care plan networks-audit  (42-26-2)
A2845 AcaSca (2R)  Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+1  Casino owned prop-inspect bus, MVC proh  (70-0-0)
A3247 Aca (1R)  Riley,C+3  Health claims-concerns  (63-4-1)
A3434 Aa (1R)  Moriarty,P/Diegnan,P+1  Arbitration agreements-review req.  (44-27-0)
A3591 AcaSca (2R)  Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1  Victim comp.-concerns claim limitations  (69-2-0)
A3920 AcaAa (2R)  Conaway,H/Conners,J+3  Health fac.-offer flu vaccine to workers  (55-13-2)
A3971  Coughlin,C/Benson,D+1  Library donated fds-proh transfer to mun  (71-0-0)
A3980 Aa (1R)  Stender,L/DeAngelo,W  St. computer disposal-update procedures  (70-0-0)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

A4116 Prieto,V/Coyle,D Dental hygienist/dentist-revise statutes SUB BY A2502 (ACS)
A2502 Acs (ACS) Chivukula,U/DeAngelo,W+10 Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog SUB BY S1406 (SCS)
A2708 Rible,D/O’Donnell,J+2 Emma’s Law-lysosomal storage disorders SUB BY S1999
A3224 AcaAa (2R) Milam,M/Albano,N+2 Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns SUB BY S264 (3R)
A3625 Stender,L Shared svc. agreement-limit annual incr. SUB BY S441 (1R)
A3837 Benson,D/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-sub. SUB BY S1711
A3862 AcaAa (2R) Prieto,V/Ramos,R+4 Motor fuel dealers-display prices SUB BY S847 (1R)
A3976 Bramnick,J/Wagner,C+2 Police training certification-last 5 yrs SUB BY S2731
A3985 AcaAa (2R) Diegnan,P/Amedeo,J+8 Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections SUB BY S2771 (2R)
A4063 Aa (1R) Albano,N/Milam,M Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol SUB BY S2880 (2R)
A4171 Scher,G/Chiusano,G+1 Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl. SUB BY S2985
A4306 AcaAa (2R) Coutinho,A/Conaway,H+4 Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-sub. SUB BY S3033 (5R)
A4323 Scher,G/Benson,D St. pymts., cert.-prov. options SUB BY S3046
A4381 Conaway,H/Munoz,N+3 Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-sub. SUB BY S2212 (1R)
A4383 Burzichelli,J/Caputo,R Casinos-concerns cert. emp. SUB BY S211
A2708 ScaSaAa (2R) Van Drew,J/Beach,J+1 Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol SUB FOR S2880 (2R)
A3518 Acs (1R) Albano,N/Milam,M Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-sub. SUB BY S1711
A4384 Acs (1R) Marrone,P/Milam,M Birth defects-elim. cert. elig. SUB BY S211
A4116 Prieto,V/Coyle,D Dental hygienist/dentist-revise statutes (71-0-0)
A2502 Acs (ACS) Chivukula,U/DeAngelo,W+10 Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog (45-25-1)
S1711 Turner,S/Allen,D+5 Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-sub. (70-0-0)
S264 ScaSaAa (3R) Van Drew,J/Connors,C+2 Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns (67-0-2)
S441 Sa (1R) Turner,S/Gordon,R+1 Shared svc. agreement-limit annual incr. (42-26-3)
S847 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Allen,D+6 Motor fuel dealers-display prices (72-0-0)
S1999 Buco,A/Weinberg,L+4 Emma’s Law-lysosomal storage disorders (68-0-1)
S2108 ScaSSaA (SS/1R) Smith,B/Bateman,C+3 Haz. substances, water-clarify liab. (69-0-0)
S2197 ScsSa w/GR (SCS/2R) Ruiz,M/Weinberg,L+5 Physician, Life-Sustaining Treatment Act (67-0-4)
S2212 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Scutari,N+3 Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-sub. (69-0-0)
S2422 Turner,S/Sacco,N Good Neighbor Act (53-18-0)
S264 ScaSaAa (3R) Van Drew,J/Connors,C+2 Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns (67-0-2)

Bills Substituted:

A2502 Acs (ACS) Chivukula,U/DeAngelo,W+10 Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog SUB BY S1406 (SCS)
A2708 Rible,D/O’Donnell,J+2 Emma’s Law-lysosomal storage disorders SUB BY S1999
A3224 AcaAa (2R) Milam,M/Albano,N+2 Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns SUB BY S264 (3R)
A3625 Stender,L Shared svc. agreement-limit annual incr. SUB BY S441 (1R)
A3837 Benson,D/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-sub. SUB BY S1711
A3862 AcaAa (2R) Prieto,V/Ramos,R+4 Motor fuel dealers-display prices SUB BY S847 (1R)
A3976 Bramnick,J/Wagner,C+2 Police training certification-last 5 yrs SUB BY S2731
A3985 AcaAa (2R) Diegnan,P/Amedeo,J+8 Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections SUB BY S2771 (2R)
A4063 Aa (1R) Albano,N/Milam,M Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol SUB BY S2880 (2R)
A4171 Scher,G/Chiusano,G+1 Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl. SUB BY S2985
A4306 AcaAa (2R) Coutinho,A/Conaway,H+4 Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-sub. SUB BY S3033 (5R)
A4323 Scher,G/Benson,D St. pymts., cert.-prov. options SUB BY S3046
A4381 Conaway,H/Munoz,N+3 Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-sub. SUB BY S2212 (1R)
A4383 Burzichelli,J/Caputo,R Casinos-concerns cert. emp. SUB BY S211
A2708 ScaSaAa (2R) Van Drew,J/Beach,J+1 Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol SUB FOR S2880 (2R)
A3518 Acs (1R) Albano,N/Milam,M Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-sub. SUB BY S1711
A4384 Acs (1R) Marrone,P/Milam,M Birth defects-elim. cert. elig. SUB BY S211
A4116 Prieto,V/Coyle,D Dental hygienist/dentist-revise statutes (71-0-0)
A2502 Acs (ACS) Chivukula,U/DeAngelo,W+10 Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog (45-25-1)
S1711 Turner,S/Allen,D+5 Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-sub. (70-0-0)
S264 ScaSaAa (3R) Van Drew,J/Connors,C+2 Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns (67-0-2)
S441 Sa (1R) Turner,S/Gordon,R+1 Shared svc. agreement-limit annual incr. (42-26-3)
S847 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Allen,D+6 Motor fuel dealers-display prices (72-0-0)
S1999 Buco,A/Weinberg,L+4 Emma’s Law-lysosomal storage disorders (68-0-1)
S2108 ScaSSaA (SS/1R) Smith,B/Bateman,C+3 Haz. substances, water-clarify liab. (69-0-0)
S2197 ScsSa w/GR (SCS/2R) Ruiz,M/Weinberg,L+5 Physician, Life-Sustaining Treatment Act (67-0-4)
S2212 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Scutari,N+3 Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-sub. (69-0-0)
S2422 Turner,S/Sacco,N Good Neighbor Act (53-18-0)
S2708 Rible,D/O’Donnell,J+2 Emma’s Law-lysosomal storage disorders SUB BY S1999
S3033 ScaSaSaSa (5R) Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+17 Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-sub. (67-0-4)
S3046 Gill,N/Schaer,G St. pymts., cert.-prov. options SUB FOR A4323 (2R)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A651 Aa (1R) Moriarty,P/Albano,N+3 MV accidents resulting in death-concerns (Albano)
A1120 AcaAa (2R) Evans,E/Jasey,M+7 Sickle cell anemia-insur. cover (Evans)
A2499 Aa (1R) Moriarty,P/Barnes,P+4 St-admin. retire. sys.-elim. cert. elig. (Barnes)
A2558 Aa (1R) Greenstein,L/DeCroce,A+2 Crime Victim’s Bill of Rights-concerns (DeCroce)
A3100 Aa (1R) Johnson,G/Spencer,L Inmates-release w/med. discharge summary (Johnson)
Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended: (cont’d)

A3278 AcaAa (3R) Wisniewski,J/Green,J+6 New Home Fire Safety Act (Wisniewski)
A3304 AaAaAa (3R) Conaway,H/Chivukula,U+1 False Claims Act-clarify effective date (Conaway)
A3309 AcaAa (2R) Wisniewski,J/Lampitt,P Special learner's exam permit-expand req (Wisniewski)
A3806 AcsAa (ACS/1R) Stender,L/McKeon,J+2 Geothermal heat pumps-renewable energy (Stender)
A3862 AcaAa (2R) Prieto,V/Ramos,R+4 Motor fuel dealers-display prices (Prieto)
A3994 AaAa (2R) Coutinho,A/Johnson,G+1 Biological evidence-estab. preserv. req. (Johnson)
A4063 Aa (1R) Albano,N/Milam,M Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regs. viol (Albano)
A4283 AcaAa (2R) Lampitt,P/Diegnan,P+7 NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-revise (Greenwald)
A4393 AcaAa (2R) Burzichelli,J Off-track wagering fac-ext lic. deadline (Burzichelli)
A4394 AcaAa (2R) Greenwald,J/Moriarty,P+1 Sch. bd. election-Nov. general election (Greenwald)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A4158 Aca (1R) McKeon,J/Chivukula,U Pesticide applications-use silver flags REP/ACA
A4335 Acs (ACS) Coutinho,A/Greenwald,L Wastewater mgmt planning process-concern REP/ACS

Bills Combined:

A3621 Quijano,A/McKeon,J Child Safe Playing Fields Act COMB/W A3782 (ACS)

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Governor's Recommendation/Given Second Reading:

S2197 ScsSa w/GR (SCS/2R) Ruiz,M/Weinberg,L+5 Physician, Life-Sustaining Treatment Act

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A1080 AcaScAa (2R) Gusciora,R/Watson Coleman,B+1 Train stations-concerns permit parking
A2845 AcaScAa (2R) Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+1 Casino owned prop-inspect bus, MVC proh
A3591 AcaScAa (2R) Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1 Victim comp.-concerns claim limitations
A4373 Sa (1R) Prieto,V/Oliver,S+3 Transitional Aid to Localities prog.

Bills Received from Senate/Referral to Committee:

S2167 Sca (1R) Kean,S/Scutari,N Drive License Suspension Laws Review Panel REF ATR
S2635 Sca (1R) Beck,J/Kean,S+4 Special ed. prog.-task force to study REF AED
S2876 Sca (1R) O'Toole,K/Greenstein,L+3 Wheelchair securement-concerns REF ATR
S2932 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Bucco,A+3 Portable electronics insur sale-concerns REF ARP
S3061 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Bateman,C+1 Tigers-impose req. prevent illegal trade REF AAN
S3064 Sarlo,P PERS fds.-invest in NJ bus. REF ACE
S3066 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gill,N+3 Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern REF ACE
S3072 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Buono,B+4 Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote REF ABU
S3089 Sca (1R) Norcross,D+1 NJ Food Access Initiative-estab. REF ABU
S3099 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Girgenti,J Emerg Trans Water Infrastructure Recovery REF AAP
S3172 Sweeney,S Winery lic., Out-of-St.-creates REF ARG
SJR58 Sca (1R) Pennacchio,J/Doherty,M Passenger Rail Sys. Study Comm.-create REF ATR

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S1834 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gill,N+3 Oral anticancer med-insur. coverage req.
S1999 Bucco,A/Weinberg,L+4 Emma's Law-lysoosomal storage disorders
S2985 Lesniak,R/Kean,T+1 Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl.
S3046 Gill,N/Schaer,G St. pymts., cert.-prov. options

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S2167 Sca (1R) Kean,S/Scutari,N Drive License Suspension Laws Review Panel REF ATR
S2635 Sca (1R) Beck,J/Kean,S+4 Special ed. prog.-task force to study REF AED
S2876 Sca (1R) O'Toole,K/Greenstein,L+3 Wheelchair securement-concerns REF ATR
S2932 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Bucco,A+3 Portable electronics insur sale-concerns REF ARP
S3061 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Bateman,C+1 Tigers-impose req. prevent illegal trade REF AAN
S3064 Sarlo,P PERS fds.-invest in NJ bus. REF ACE
S3066 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gill,N+3 Small, women, minority-owned bus-concern REF ACE
S3072 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Buono,B+4 Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote REF ABU
S3089 Sca (1R) Norcross,D+1 NJ Food Access Initiative-estab. REF ABU
S3099 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Girgenti,J Emerg Trans Water Infrastructure Recovery REF AAP
S3172 Sweeney,S Winery lic., Out-of-St.-creates REF ARG
SJR58 Sca (1R) Pennacchio,J/Doherty,M Passenger Rail Sys. Study Comm.-create REF ATR

Co-Sponsors Added:

A416 (Caputo,R) Tabitha's Law-notify sch pupil's absence
A1400 Qa (1R) (Chiusano,G; Nardello,G) Amer. Red Cross-NJ Fd.-tax contrib.
A1848 Aca (1R) (Caputo,R) Green cleaning policy for schs.-adopt
A2292 (Pou,N; Chivukula,U) Children, legal representation-prov.
A2502 Acs (ACS) (Benson,D; Riley,C; Wisniewski,J) Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
A2553 AcaAa (2R) (Schaer,G) Managed care plan networks-audit
A2654 (Caputo,R) Early HS Graduation Pilot Program-end.
A3170 (Caputo,R) Central mun. courts-concerns cases
A3224 AcaAa (2R) (Riley,C) Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3247 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) Health claims-concerns
A3278 AcaAaAa (3R) (Chivukula,U) New Home Fire Safety Act
A3507 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T) US flags, fly half-staff-Gov. notify
A3782/3621 Acs (ACS) (Evans,E; Wilson,G; Milam,M; Coutinho,A; Albano,N; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Watson Coleman,B; Green,J; Coyle,D) Safe Playing Fields Act
A3806 AcsAa (ACS/1R) (Spencer,L; Wagner,C) Geothermal heat pumps-renewable energy
A3837 (Spencer,L) Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
A3876 (McHose,A; Fuentes,A) Police training certification-last 5 yrs
A3920 AcaAa (2R) (Benson,D; Chivukula,U) Health fac.-offer flu vaccine to workers
A3971 (Chivukula,U) Library donated fds-proh transfer to mun
A4170 (Caputo,R) Marriage by proxy-auth. deployed mil.
A4171 (Chivukula,U) Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl.
A4185 Acs (ACS) (Spencer,L) Health care prof.-req. cert. disclosures
A4283 AcaAa (2R) (Nardello,G; Spencer,L; Thompson,S; Pou,N; Chivukula,U) NJ STARS, NJ STARS II-revise
A4297 Acs (ACS) (Stender,L; Pou,N; Giblin,T; Malone,J; Dancer,R; Nardello,G; Thompson,S; Bramnick,J; Angelini,M; Munoz,N; McHose,A; Ciattarelli,J; Casagrande,C; O'Connell,D; Vandervalk,C; Schroeder,R; Bucco,A; Amodeo,J; Polistina,V; DeCroce,A; Rible,D; Wolfe,D; Rumana,S; Handlin,A) Caylee's Law-failure to report death
A4303 (Rudder,S; Dancer,R) Out-of-St. Winery lic.-creates
A4306 AcaAa (2R) (Pou,N) Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.
A4321 Acs (ACS) (Fuentes,A) Toll free telecommunication svc.-review
A4377 (Gove,D; Rumpf,B) VEteach Pilot Prog.-estab.
A4381 (Fuentes,A; McHose,A; Nardello,G) Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-estab.
A4384 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) Prof./occupational lic., cert-revise law
A4385 AcsSa (ACS/1R) (Casagrande,C) Athletic events-permits casino wagering
A4386 (Benson,D) Raffles-revise exemp. from lic. req.
A4389 Sa (1R) (Riley,C) Mail-in ballots-reg voters, receive auto
A4394 AcaAa (2R) (O'Connell,D) Sch. bd. election-Nov. general election
ACR55 Aca (1R) (Cryan,J) St. Parole Bd.-transfer functions
ACR211 (Jasey,M) Natl Pediatric Acquired Brain Injury Act
AR85 Aca (1R) (Angelini,M) Student athlete injury-cognitive testing
AR179 (Spencer,L) Male Breast Cancer Awareness Wk.-Oct. 21
S2108 ScaSSAa (SS/1R) (Spencer,L) Haz. substances, water-clarify liab.

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A651 Aa (1R) (Chiusano,G; McHose,A) MV accidents resulting in death-concerns
A2450 (Rible,D) Immunizations-prov. conscientious exemp.
A2708 (Benson,D) Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
A3728 (Albano,N; Evans,E; Wilson,G; Milam,M; Coutinho,A) St. Comptroller-mun. compliance audit

Prime Sponsors Added:

A2450 (Rible,D) Immunizations-prov. conscientious exemp.

Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2450 (Vandervalk,C) Immunizations-prov. conscientious exemp.

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1080 AcaAa (2R) (Watson Coleman,B) Train stations-concerns permit parking
A3304 AaAaAa (3R) (Chivukula,U) False Claims Act-clarify effective date
A4124 (Quijano,A) Campaign materials to Loc govt unit-proh
A4183 (Johnson,G) Law Enforcement Crisis Hotline-clarify
A4323 (Benson,D) St. pymts., cert.-prov. options
A4343 (Watson Coleman,B) Linked deposit prog.-estab.
A4403 (Johnson,G) Mentally defective-replaces term
A4411 (Angelini,M) Alt treatment ctr-high security standard
A4423 (Wagner,C) Mun. consolidation-special emerg. approp
A4425 (DeAngelo,W) Pine Barrens treefrog-design St Amphibian

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn

A4430 (Munoz,N) Solicitations of prof. emp.-bars
Third Prime Sponsors Added:
A651 Aa (1R)   (Ramos,R)   MV accidents resulting in death-concerns
A1080 AcaScsAa (2R)   (Wagner,C)  Train stations-concerns permit parking
A2289 (Riley,C)   Children, legal representation-prov.
A4103 (Angelini,M)  Higher Ed. constr. application-deadline
A4343 (Singleton,T)  Linked deposit prog.-estab.
A4359 Aca (1R)   (Singleton,T)   Revised Uniform Limited Liab. Co. Act
A4374 (Fuentes,A)  Crematories-revise statutes
A4420 (Fuentes,A)  Drug overdose prev.-concerns
AJR85 (Benson,D)  Prescription drug discont-advance notice

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:
A1633/2509 AcsAa (ACS/1R)   (Ramos,R)   Domestic restraining orders-incl animals
A2708 (Benson,D)  Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
A3837 (Singleton,T)  Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
A4118 (Giblin,T)  Peggy's Law-suspected elderly abuse
A4317 (Quijano,A)  County-wide purch. sys.-estab.
A4343 (Ramos,R)  Linked deposit prog.-estab.
A4359 Aca (1R)   (Wisniewski,J)  Revised Uniform Limited Liab. Co. Act
A4385 AcsSa (ACS/1R)   (Moriarty,P)  Athletic events-permits casino wagering
A4394 AcaA (2R)   (Singleton,T)  Sch. bd. election-Nov. general election

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:
A3837 (Quijano,A)  Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
A4036 AcaAca (2R)   (Ramos,R)  Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.
A4317 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  County-wide purch. sys.-estab.
A4343 (Wilson,G)  Linked deposit prog.-estab.
ACR153 (Tucker,C)  Vet ed benf-permit transfer to dependent

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:
A4343 (Fuentes,A)  Linked deposit prog.-estab.

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S211 (Burlischelli,J)  Casinos-concerns cert. emp.
S264 ScaSaAa (3R)   (Milam,M)  Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns
S441 Sa (1R)   (Stender,L)  Shared svc. agreement-limit annual incr.
S847 Sca (1R)   (Prieto,V)  Motor fuel dealers-display prices
S1406 Sca (SCS)   (Chivukula,U)  Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
S1711 (Benson,D) Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
S1999 (Rible,D)  Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
S2212 Sca (1R)   (Conaway,H) Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-estab.
S2731 (Bramnick,J)  Police training certification-last 5 yrs
S2771 ScaAa (2R)   (Diegnan,P)  Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections
S2880 ScaSaAa (2R)   (Albano,N)  Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol
S2985 (Schaer,G)  Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl.
S3033 ScaSaSaAcaAa (5R)   (Coutinho,A)  Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.
S3046 (Schaer,G)  St. pymts., cert.-prov. options

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S211 (Caputo,R)  Casinos-concerns cert. emp.
S264 ScaSaAa (3R)   (Albano,N)  Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns
S847 Sca (1R)   (Ramos,R)  Motor fuel dealers-display prices
S1406 Sca (SCS)   (DeAngelo,W)  Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
S1711 (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
S1999 (O'Donnell,J)  Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
S2212 Sca (1R)   (Munoz,N) Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-estab.
S2731 (Wagner,C)  Police training certification-last 5 yrs
S2771 ScaAa (2R)   (Amodeo,J)  Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections
S2880 ScaSa (2R)   (Milam,M)  Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol
S2985 (Chiusano,G)  Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl.
S3033 ScaSaSaAcaAa (5R)   (Conaway,H)  Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.
S3046 (Benson,D)  St. pymts., cert.-prov. options
Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S264 ScaSaAa (3R) (Rumpf,B) Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns
S847 Sca (1R) (Conners,J) Motor fuel dealers-display prices
S1406 Scs (SCS) (Lampitt,P) Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
S1711 (Riley,C) Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
S1999 (Conaway,H) Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
S2731 (Coughlin,C) Police training certification-last 5 yrs
S2771 ScaAa (2R) (Prieto,V) Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections
S2880 ScaSa (2R) (Amodeo,J) Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol
S3033 ScaScaSaAcaAca (5R) (Bucco,A) Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S264 ScaSaAa (3R) (Scalera,F) Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns
S847 Sca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Motor fuel dealers-display prices
S1406 Scs (SCS) (Gusciora,R) Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
S1711 (Singleton,T) Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
S1999 (Benson,D) Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
S2731 (Evans,E) Police training certification-last 5 yrs
S2771 ScaAa (2R) (Wisniewski,J) Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections
S3033 ScaScaSaAcaAca (5R) (Chiusano,G) Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S847 Sca (1R) (Gusciora,R) Motor fuel dealers-display prices
S1406 Scs (SCS) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
S1711 (Quijano,A) Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
S3033 ScaScaSaAcaAca (5R) (Ramos,R) Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1406 Scs (SCS) (Diegnan,P) Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S264 ScaSaAa (3R) (Gove,D; Riley,C) Coastal emerg. mgmt.-concerns
S847 Sca (1R) (Conaway,H; Wilson,G; Lampitt,P; Burzichelli,J) Motor fuel dealers-display prices
S1406 Scs (SCS) (Prieto,V; Mainor,C; Wagner,C; Johnson,G; Jasey,M; Giblin,T; Ramos,R; Benson,D; Riley,C; Wisniewski,J) Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
S1711 (Spencer,L) Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
S1999 (Bucco,A; Diegnan,P) Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
S2731 (McHose,A; Fuentes,A) Police training certification-last 5 yrs
S2771 ScaAa (2R) (Moriarty,P; Giblin,T; Greenwald,L; Lampitt,P; DeAngelos,W; Singleton,T; Burzichelli,J; O'Donnell,J) Exterior walls, cert. bldgs-inspections
S2985 (Chivukula,U) Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl.
S3033 ScaScaSaAcaAca (5R) (McHose,A; Spencer,L; Coughlin,C; Pou,N) Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.

Notes to the 12/12/2011 Digest:

The Assembly adjourned the December 12, 2011 Quorum at 7:50 P.M. on December 13, 2011.

Note to the 10/07/2011 Digest:

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S2100 Scs (SCS) Sweeney,S/Ruiz,M+1 St-admin. retire. sys.-elim. cert. elig. AWR 2RA *NOT* REF ASG

The Assembly adjourned at 4:48 PM on Friday, December 16, 2011, to meet again on Thursday, January 5, 2012 (QUORUM, Committees at the call of the Speaker).
Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A359 AaScA w/GR (3R)    Schaer,G/Burzichelli,J+29    Foreclosure Rescue Fraud Prev. Act
A387 AcaAca (2R)    Barnes,P/Diegnan,P+28    Huntington's disease-specialized care
A1448 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J/McKeon,J+9    Reflective glass beads-proh. cert. use
A2095 AcaAsA (2R)    Conaway,H/Fuentes,A+7    Emerg. med. svcs. delivery-revise req.
A2464 AcaAa (2R)    Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+3    St. agency rules-publish, NJ Register
A2845 AcaScA (2R)    Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+1    Casino owned prop-inspect bus, MVC proh
A2878 Aca (1R)    Vainer,Huttle,V/Chivukula,U+7    Devel. disab. persons-DHS collect data
A3133 Aca (1R)    Riley,C/Coughlin,C+7    Motor fuel cred. card-permits rebates
A3308 AaSa w/GR (3R)    Gove,D/Rumpf,B+36    Vet.-Owned Bus. Asst. Act
A3591 AcaSa w/GR (3R)    Johnson,G/Chivukula,U+1    Victim comp.-concerns claim limitations
A3659 Aa (1R)    Angelini,M/Rible,D+42    Youth suicide prev. plan-DCF devel.
A3908 AcaAcA (ACS/1R)    DeAngelo, W/Benson,D+9     St., regional, loc auth-internet websit
A3946 AcaSa w/GR (3R)    Diegnan,P/Munoz,N+6    Surgical technologist-req. emp. qualif.
A3991 Aca (1R)    Chivukula,U/Johnson,G+1    Util pole solar equip-BPU standard except
A3992 AcaAcA (ACS)    Chivukula,U+4    Wind generation fac., standards-review
A4008 AcaA (1R)    Jasey,M+5    Cheerleader-incld head injury safety prog
A4012 Aca (1R)    Coughlin,C/Burzichelli,J+1    Wine, home production-elim. permit
A4111 Aca (1R)    Conners,J/Milam,M+8    Vet. Haven Council-creates
A4114 Aca (1R)    Albano,N/Milam,M+2    Abandoned vessel-allows title transfer
A4267 Aca (1R)    Van Drew,J/Prieto,V+8    Flood-prone prop.-allow mun. purch.
A4297 Aca (1R)    Wisniewski,J/Conners,J+64    Caylee's Law-failure to report death
A4332 Aca (1R)    Oliver,S/Coughlin,C+6    Back to Work NJ Prog.-estab.$3M
A4373 Aca (1R)    Prieto,V/Oliver,S+3    Transitional Aid to Localities prog.
S211 Aca (1R)    Whelan,J/Burzichelli,J+1    Casinos-concerns cert. emp.
S441 Aca (1R)    Turner,S/Gordon,R+1    Shared svc. agreement-limit annual incr.
S847 Aca (1R)    Turner,S/Allen,D+6    Motor fuel dealers-display prices
S1301 Aca (2R)    Madden,F/Doherty,M+7    Shared work prog.-unemp. insur. benf.
S1406 AcaScA (SCS)    Smith,B/Bateman,C+16    Prop Assess Clean Energy Mun Finan Prog
S1711 AcaScA (SCS)    Langan,A/Allen,D+5    Ovarian cancer awareness campaign-estab.
S1797 Aca (2R)    Norcross,D/Burzichelli,J+8    Students w/disab-bring svc animal to sch
S1999 AcaScA (SCS)    Bucufo,A/Weinberg,L+4    Emma's Law-lysosomal storage disorders
S2179 Aca (1R)    Ruiz,M/Weinberg,L+5    Physician, Life-Sustaining Treatment Act
S2212 Aca (1R)    Madden,F/Scutari,N+3    Multiple Sclerosis Task Force-estab.
S2422 AcaScA (SCS)    Turner,S/Sacco,N+ Good Neighbor Act
S2731 Aca (1R)    Girgenti,J/Sacco,N+3    Police training certification-last 5 yrs
S2880 AcaScA (2R)    Van Drew,J/Beach,J+1    Saltwater fishing reg-penal. regis. viol
S2985 AcaScA (2R)    Lesniak,R/Kean,T+1    Life & Health Insurers Rehab. Act-suppl.
S3006 Acs (ACS)    Codey,R/Van Drew,J+6    Wireless equip.-exempt cert collocations
S3033 AcaA (5R)    Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+17    Grow NJ Assist. Prog.-estab.
S3046 AcaScA (5R)    Gill,N/Schaer,G    St. pymts., cert.-prov. options

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (12/12/2011):

P.L.2011, c.142.    S2923 AcaScA w/GR (1R)    Sweeney,S/Van Drew,J    12/14/2011    Dog & cat-sterilize prior to adoption